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The latest trends in hair fashion are for pastel colours,  
light effects and natural lightening

These techniques are normally known as balayage, ecaille, ombré, babylights and colour contouring.

Women non longer wear traditional mèches. Today they want a more natural look,  
as if the hair had been lightened by the sun.

In order to meet this specific market demand,  
we need a specific product for a new salon service.

What is balayage?

In the world of hairdressing, this technique gives a natural lightening 
effect so the hair looks sun kissed.

Why is balayage so popular?
Balayage has become a must-have trend on the red carpet and at fashion shows. Many celebrities have changed their look  

and now flaunt this new natural lightening effect. This has inspired women who want the same look.

And what if my hair is brown?
This new service can be entirely adapted to suit you, so anybody can try it: blondes, chestnuts, brunettes, red-heads.

Balayage can also be used on all hairstyles, both short and long. The stylist’s skill and professionalism make the difference. 

How is it different from traditional dyeing?
For the best result, you need experience and the right tools. Because balayage is a totally personalised service  

and is tailored for each individual woman. The colourist must study the client’s face shape, skin tone, hair color depth,  
levels of lightening and toning colours.



    
Compact and paste like consistency for easy application

    Perfect for freehand application without using foils

   Lightens up to 6 tones

   Progressive lightening

    Suitable for all balayage techniques, ombre, ecallie and contouring trends. Creating  
 an entirely personalisable colour service 

   Perfect for all colours (blondes, browns and reds)

    Can be used on both natural hair and/ or pre-colored hair

         Its formula enriched with Argan Oil and Jojoba Oil protects hair during application 

   Gives hair extraordinary shine.

ADVANTAGES AND CHARACTERISTICS:

Exclusive ultra compact bleaching powder idea for freehand lightening  
techniques such as balayage, ombre, ecaille, bronde and contour.

Once it is mixed with oxygen, its special formula based on ARGAN OIL, JOJOBA OIL and precious ingredients 
of natural origin becomes particularly chalky so that it can be used without foil. The bleached locks do not 
interfere with the rest of the hair for a unique result and an effect that is typical of sun lightening. Perfect for 
use on natural hair or dyed hair with blond, brown or red tones. With SUN SHADES you can lighten hair up to 6 
tones while keeping the hair’s fibre intact and protected. Have fun creating a unique and personalised look for 
each client in total safety and with protected hair.

DIRECTIONS: in a non-metallic bowl mix 1 part Sun Shades + 1.5 parts of hydrogen peroxide in 10, 20, 30, 40 
vol. Apply onto dry hair. Leave for 20 to 40 minutes. It is not necessary to apply heat during application. Rinse 
thoroughly and proceed with After Color Shampoo and Rivovor Pro from the ProColorist range.
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Jojoba Oil
Is rich in natural antioxidants, contains vitamin E and minerals that protect the hair shaft, 
hydrate it while also not impeding the action of the technical service, for impeccable results 
and splendid hair.

Argan Oil
Also known as “Desert Oil”, is produced by pressing the fruit of the Argan tree that grows in 
south western Morocco. Its extraordinary nourishing and restorative properties make it a 
precious ally for beautiful hair. 

INGREDIENTS

A precious elixir of nourishing and illuminating natural oils.  

HYDRALUX protects hair leaving it soft and silky.  
JOJOBA OIL protects and nourishes the shaft while ARGAN OIL moisturizes and adds shine.   
Ideal used in the bleaching mix to protect the hair, and also perfect used just as an oil after drying to add 
shine to the lengths.

DIRECTIONS: depending on the length of the hair take 2-5ml of ELIXIR with the dosing syringe and 
add directly to the SUN SHADES + oxygen mix.  
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Itely Hairfashion is committed to creating an eco-friendly corporate environment as well as the use of emerging green technologies 
 in the production of its extensive line of environmentally friendly products.

For a better World

G.V.F. S.p.A. - Via G. Falcone, 8/35 - 20080 Vernate, MILANO  
Tel. +39 02 90093743 - Fax +39 02 90093740 - info@itelyhairfashion.it - www.itelyhairfashion.it

For enquiries from the United Kingdom, 
Please contact IT&LY Hair and Beauty 
Ltd.

IT&LY Hair and Beauty
Unit 1, Park House,
Greenhill Crescent
Watford, Hertfordshire
WD18 8PH

We’re open 
Monday – Friday:
8.00 am – 5.30 pm
T: 01923 224040
T: 01923 245925

info@italyhairbeauty.com
www.italyhairbeauty.com


